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Figure 1: Curvature approximation for the unstructured VOF method by the DivNormal method.

The Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) method [1, 2] is widespread in the multiphase flow simulation
community because it is volume-conservative. On the other hand, equally widely known
is the challenge in accurately approximating the curvature of the fluid interface, advected
by the VOF method. Structured VOF methods, developed over the last two decades,
successfully address the curvature approximation challenge [3]. Addressing this challenge
for the unstructured VOFmethod [4] paves the way towards reliable simulations of surface-
tension-driven multiphase flows with technical (CAD) complexity. As an alternative to
the existing approaches of volume fraction averaging [5], or unstructured height functions
[6] for curvature approximation, we propose the unstructured DivNormal method. As
shown in fig. 1, in a nutshell, the DivNormal method extends the second-order accurate
PLIC normals (ni in fig. 1) into the bulk of both phases, computes the interfacial mean
curvature (κi in fig. 1) using ∇ · n, extends the interfacial curvature κi as constant in
the interface-normal direction, and regularizes κ tangentially. The DivNormal method
generally aims at regularizing the curvature for the unstructured VOF method while
removing the case-dependent iterations, avoiding the construction of complex stencils
and searches on unstructured meshes, and computing a sufficiently accurate curvature for
surface-tension dominated flows.
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